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Warehouse relocation and expansion- floor capacity to quadruple, doubling of stocked items.
~ Significant expansion of inventory lineup, reinforcing reliable quick delivery,
with same day delivery offered in the shortestMISUMI Group Inc. headquarters (Head office: Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo; President and CEO: Ryukyu Ono) will relocate
and expand its warehousing capacity in Indonesia. Sales office will also be integrated to form a new entity. Opening
ceremony will be held locally on April 9 (Tuesday), with operations going into full swing promptly thereafter.
With this move, floor capacity will quadruple compared to current levels, and by the end of 2019, 50,000 items
will be stocked, thereby doubling current stocked items. VONA has been fully operational in Indonesia since 2018;
offering auxiliary materials used in production and MRO (consumables) products. Stocked variety of VONA
products are being expanded vigorously, and by offering same day shipping in the shortest, it further reinforces
reliable quick delivery. In so doing, significant reduction of our customer's procurement lead time is achieved.

Exterior of the Indonesian warehouse

In Indonesia, the market is expanding steadily, mainly due to automobile-related capital investment. That said,
frequent reinforcement and changes to custom regulations are destabilizing distribution. There is a tendency for
procurement lead time by local manufacturers to take much longer compared to other countries in the Asian region.
Therefore, customers’ request for “reliable quick delivery” is especially strong here out of all South-east Asia. With
this warehouse relocation ①stock will be expanded significantly, with greater VONA product variety, ②greater
mobility will be realized with the warehouse and sales office integration, further reinforcing MISUMI’s strength of
“reliable quick delivery”, thereby meeting customers’ request to reduce procurement lead time.
Going forward, we will continue to further strengthen the MISUMI QCT (high quality, low cost, reliable quick
delivery) model, and contribute to eliminating inefficiencies relating to production auxiliary material procurement at
Indonesian manufacturing sites.
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[Overview of the new Warehouse / Office]
Location: Jababeka Industrial Estate I, Jl. Jababeka XII Blok W27 Kel.
Harja Mekar Kec. Cikarang Utara Kab. Bekasi 17530, Indonesia
Total floor space: 5,280 ㎡ (warehouse space 3,690 ㎡, office space 1,590 ㎡)

<Reference: Current location in Indonesia>
【Overview of the local subsidiary company in Indonesia】
Company name: PT. MISUMI INONESIA
Location Menara Karya, LT. 28. Jl. H. R. Rasuna Said Kav 1-2, Kuningan Jakarta,
Selatan 12950, Indonesia
Shareholders: MISUMI Group Inc. (15%), MISUMI Thailand (83%), MISUMI SEA (2%)

【For inquiries related to this release】
MISUMI Group Inc. Corporate Relations Department, Ms. Shimbo
e-mail: pr@misumi.co.jp

Tel: +81 3-5805-7173
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